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1. The classic methods of singling out the unique solution 
of the boundary value problem 

-L a~ 3" 2 ,1 
al2 + By' +" E(Y'<)J U(~,:<)=f(~,;;). K>O,9 ={~ ,;;I¢,ntS (1) 

'U(g)/S =O (2) 

correspondin~ to the stationary (time-dependence exp~Lwt» 
E-polarized (H-polarized waves may be considered in the same 
way) wave diffraction on onedimensional-periodic metal-diel
ectric gratings are investigated. Here K= !Ju(Ecjlo)'/2.; the per
mittivity Cc , the permeabilityJUo -Bealar par~eters, char
acterizing the medium; U~) - unique nonzero component of 
electric field strength E~ ; S - smooth contour of metallic 
grating element cross-section. SuffiCiently smooth functions 

1-0(9) : ReE.>O.JmE. ~O • €(\!.,":r.~)=<:(~,'!) and ±(ifJ , charac
terizing correspondingly the relative· permi ttivi ty c. of 
the material, the grating is made of grating media and 
the source H9) , are finite in arbitrary strip R = 19' o.~. 2-", 
12 1< = J "'-lrtf :; • Their bearers are contained in Q: 
={gGR'I:<I'2.:rl1j • 

2. Let us distinct two principally different methods of gra
ting excitation: the quasiperi9dic grat.i .ng excitation with 
source function J(~'2.J<,'):exf'('2.q»H~.") ,JI,,4>~O and 
local source excitation with bearer )(9\ limited (finitei not 
only along z axis direction but along y axis too. In the 
first case, after the condition (2) was supp lemented by rela
tion 

U g~} (2J..<) = e [27.4> u {~~} (OJ) 

the problem (1),(2) may be considered in 
channel). The radiation condition 

the strip (Floquet's 

lL(g) = f' [U
n1 

eL [CI>n'j ±1-n(2;:2J,O)] 
/ ~ ~~!.2Ji8-
L.J On ' 

0) 

n=-oo 

¢,~ = n. t cp " r" : ( K Z - CP,~) l/z . Jm ric ", 0, Re f" • 0 . 
conformed with physically justified requirement that there 
should not be waves coming from infinity is usually applied 
in the solution of such problems. Correct mathematical proof 
of corresponding principle was carried out only for the case 
of absorpting media /1/. When Jm 0: 0 = 0 the following us valid 

Theorem 1 (radiation principle). Let Jm t(g» O for every 9 
belonging to arbitrary nonzero measure set in Q. Then the 
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condition (3) singles out the solution of (1) (2) for all 
k,. O. If J", E(S)'" 0 , then the solution of (lS-(3) exists and 
is unique for all k 7' 0, except at most the countable set {KI'\) 
without finite accumulation pOints. The solution of the pro
blem (1)-(2) can be received only if the f ollowing relation 
is valid (,t KoKo=tRnl) 

~Q Res G(9.9o.K.¢) = 0 (4) 

The proof of this theorem based on the results 12,31 enables 
us to consider Green function G t Q, gCl, k,C:P) of boundary value 
problem (1)-(3) as meromorphous function of parame ter k, va
rying on infinitely folded surface H, the first sheet of 
which (further let us call it simply k plane) is fully deter
mined by values i" (K) ,n=O, +1, ••• with real k and by ..:the 
form of correspondent slits. The branching pOints Kn ; InlK,"I)-= 
=0 are of the second order, real and coincide with tho

se in which one of partial components of spatial scattering 
field spectrum (one of partial components in (3» is slip
ping. If we denote by.Q the set of points Re H that are 
the poles of G(K), then_on H"n the unique solution of (1)
-(3) exists, whileResG(K\ defines nontrivial solution of 
(1)-0) in the point K when HQ):: 0 (here and further we as 
sume that all the poles of G(K) are simple). The condition 
J", E(g) ,,0 with assumed time-dependence means that energy 
absoptlon exists in non ideal dielectric of the gratings. The 
statement (4) with taking i nto consideration Gl~,g •. K.¢l) = 
G(q,. ~. I<.-¢» 13/, may be reformulated in the terms of ortho
gonahty of source function Hg) and eigen functions of cor
responding homogeneous problem. 
3 . On applying the limitary attenuation principle, the solu
tion of (1),(2) (quasi-periodical excitation) is presented 

U(g,ReK) = tLIl1. "U(g,~). O<c:ngKd/2 (5) 
JiTlK-O _ 

the limit is considered as convergenclLin .L2(Q) where (I ar
bi trary finite R subregion. Function U(9, K) is the solution 
of equation 

p [uJ -= [g:~ -t- g:~ -t K2 J U(q ) = t (g) , K2 [1 -E(~nJ U(g) (6) 

The operator P is defined for ~2(R)functions satisfying bo
undary conditions (2). 
Lemma 1. The solution of (6) exists, is unique and may be 
presented a8 

l1lg,K)=- JaGl9.9o.K.¢)f(go\dgo; D<nxqK<Ji/2 (7) 

that is it coincides with the solution (1),(2), singling 
out by radiation principle for corresponding values of k. 
The proof of Lemma 1 is proceeding from the following state
ment: the solution (1),(2) in form (7) satisfies (6) and is 
in Xa (R) (in region i Q.>t.~ K i, Ji/2. J,,, r;:. (K) > D for all 
n=O,!:1 /2/, and hence, U.C9) exponentially decreases when 1~1 
increases). Passing to the limit in (7) JrnK~O , and taking 
into account the continuity of convolution and properties of 
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CCg,9o,K,<i», we conclude that the following theorem is valid. 
Theorem 2 (limitary attenuation principle). If Re K<I{Kn), 
then the limit (6) exists and singles out the unique soluti
on (1),(2), satisfying radiation conditions (3). The limita
ry attenuation principle is equivalent to radiation principle 
while they single out the same solution of (1),(2) on the 
same set of values k (see theorem 1). We have to remark that 
all restrictions of the conside red principles possible appli
cation areas may be reformulated in the terms of problem (6) 
eigen values and eigen functions 80 far as the nontrivial so
lution of (1)-0) in the set {i<"j E Q pOints, not coincid
i ng with branching points Ki1. , according to unique solution 
theorem from /2/, are belonging to~"(R). 
4. On quasi-periodic grating excitation the limitary amplitu
de principle consists in that solution of (1),(2) may be pre
sented as limit (convergence in :t:dQ)) 

0, ) ,<.<it ( 
!-Lln ?rCg,!: e = 11 g) • J m w ~ 0 
t~~ 

where '<Y(g.t) - the solution of wave equation 

(8 ) 

82 (')'2 3" . 
[- E.(g)E,Ji.ot" + ala + ay"J1r(~.t) = f[g.)e-C<.<it, t;. 0 (9) 

satisfying conditions (2) with t> a and zero initial dates 
with t=O. 
Theorem 3 (limitary amplitude principle) . Let K;(o)/C ,C > (€.J!·r 'Iz 
is not branching point and Green function G(Q.~,.K.¢» has no 
valid poles on the k plane (second demand is always fulfilled 
when J", E:l9)" 0) • Then the limit (8) singles out the unique 
solution of (1),(2). This solution satisfies radiation condi
tion (3). If the second demand is not fUlfilled, but point 
K~!Knland source fun~tioQ J~)iS such, that integral (4) 
turns to zero for all KE.1KnJ , then (8) is true. In contra-
ries the limitary amplitude principle as the single out of 
unique boundary value problem solution instrument does not 
work (in not valid). It is clear that under definite conditi
one the limitary amplitude principle is equivalent with radia
tion one and limitary attennuation prinCiple, but in common 
case the range of its possible application is much more narrow. 

5 . Let us consider the grating excited by local source 5(9) • 
Without any community restriction, one may consider the bearer 
H~) is fully in Q. 

Theorem 4 (local excitation r adiation principle). If the gra
ting has no eigen valid waves, transfering energy along the 
direction of periodicity y with given k,. 0, then radiation 
condition 

~Kl. 

11(2.")= ~!12 Jt(K.'f) • a ('1."l) ~ 
L 8: U(g.¢, J.V-<oo 
q",,-W _ ; 'l-oo CiO) 

L 8~U(g'¢K),";J--""' 
¢,.;.E:.M-
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singles out the unique solution of (1),(2), satisfying phy
sically justified requirement that among partial components 
of the radiation field there should not be waves coming from 
infinity. 
The proof of the existance of the solution in expression (10) 
cornea to the determination of the "true" contour of integra
tion ip integral 

0.> 

J G(g.~o,q,)ci4>, ~cEQ. 
·05 

that gives the formal representation Green function of the 
grating in the point source g, field. The main difficulties 
are caused by the requirement to take into account zeros and 
poles of Green function Glg.g,,¢» in the quasi-periodic po
int sources field as the function of a complex variableT.The 
residues Gl9,~,,<i» in the ,Poles 4>. define gratings eigen wa
ves U(q,cP.) • The field U(9,ct>,) exponentially decreases when 
I~\ in~reaBeB if 'PI( are real. (real eigen waves),. This fact 
gives the possibility to connect the quantity P(U., 'iT) ,de
fining the value and transmitter energy direction via comple
te (IXI ~ 0.5) crOBS section of transmitting structufe by _ 
plane y=const (ReP(U,V ) is independent from y). M and M 
finite set of real eigennumbers ~~ , connected with eigen
modes transfering the energy along the grating in the positi 
ve and negative directions of the y axis. The proof of the 
unique can be done similar to /2/ with the help of complex 
power theorem analogy, applied to grating eigen modes. 
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